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Corporate governance for company continuity
by Professor Josep Tàpies

A good corporate governance system helps ensure the continuity of the
company. For this purpose, it also needs to check whether the company has
the right shareholders.

In the current acceleration of technological innovation, it is essential that
companies have the right partners: those that can provide the resources
and capabilities that the company needs to remain competitive in the future.
This sometimes means giving up majority ownership in order to ensure the
future of the company, which should be the main interest above all others. 

This is more urgent in the case of family businesses. In these types of
companies, shareholders should feel invested in the project, and not just in
the stock. A shareholder is anyone who owns shares. But an owner is an
individual who feels the project is his or hers. And this feeling entails some
implications. The owners should feel that it is worthwhile to remain owners
of the project and can develop it in the future. 
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Shareholders should ask themselves whether or not the family has the
resources and capabilities necessary to compete. And if they do not, it may
be time to incorporate a partner or even sell the company for the sake of its
continuity.
 
The board of directors must ensure the continuity of the firm, and this holds
true for family businesses as well. The board should analyze calmly whether
or not it is timely and convenient for the business to incorporate a partner for
its long-term development. 
 
One of the questions that should be included in any family constitution
should be: Under what circumstances are we willing to bring in a partner in
our company or even sell some shares? This does not indicate, by any
means, that the owners are thinking about selling the company, but it will
help protect them from unforeseen surprises. 
 
Analyzing all possible scenarios is one of the tasks that the corporate
governance system, and in particular the board of directors, of any company
must address and, if appropriate, raise the issue with the shareholders.
Thus, the board and shareholders try to anticipate problems rather than
having to fix them once they have taken place. 

Professor Josep Tàpies
Strategic Management
IESE Business School

Corporate Governance News

DIA's board opposes largest shareholder’s restructuring
plan… read more

Activist investor seeks change in Barclay’s strategy…
read more

Investor activist wins; changes in Thyssenkrupp's
structure to follow… read more 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-03-03/dia-board-attacks-letterone-proposal-defends-own-solution
https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-barclays-results/barclays-buoyed-in-activist-battle-by-investment-banking-gains-idUKKCN1QA0P0
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-thyssenkrupp-results-restructuring/thyssenkrupp-bows-to-activist-investor-by-simplifying-organization-idUSKCN1Q121H


Italian family-owned luxury firm sells out to secure its
long-term survival… read more

Morgan Motor Company acquired by investment fund to
secure company’s continuity... read more

In Case You're Interested...

Director succession planning: a strategic roadmap

The Principal of PwC’s Governance Insights Center discusses key findings and
takeaways related to strategic board succession such as: putting succession
planning on the agenda; assuming a multiyear vision; using skills matrixes to
identify gaps; agreeing on priorities and building the candidate
pipeline… watch here

Macro-level risks impacting your business 

The 14th edition of the Global Risks Report, co-produced by the World
Economic Forum, has been released. Political friction, cyber-attacks,
pandemics, and failure of climate change mitigation resulting in natural
disasters and extreme weather events dominate the macro-level high impact
risks… read more

Director succession planning: a strategic roadmap

The Principal of PwC’s Governance Insights Center discusses key findings and
takeaways related to strategic board succession such as: putting succession
planning on the agenda; assuming a multiyear vision; using skills matrixes to
identify gaps; agreeing on priorities and building the candidate
pipeline… watch here

How to create a culture of cybersecurity in your company

LinkedIn’s Head of Global Privacy addresses issues such as how to adapt to
the constantly changing privacy guidelines, how to protect people’s personal
data, how to work with the executive team to build a strong working
relationship so there is alignment if an incident occurs, and why it is important
for company’s leadership and not just the IT Department to own cybersecurity
rather than delegate it… read more

http://www.campdenfb.com/article/trussardi-family-use-50m-buy-out-power-growth
http://www.campdenfb.com/article/morgan-motor-company-accelerates-car-development-selling-italian-investor
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=IRBgAI_wBJI
http://www.mmc.com/insights/publications/2019/jan/global-risks-report-2019.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=IRBgAI_wBJI
https://boardmember.com/linkedin-culture-security/


IESE's Recent Publications on Corporate Governance 

“ILUNION: sustainable and responsible corporate growth:
A project of people for people”

This case identifies the three key questions that a corporate strategy should
raise: How is economic value created through multi-market activity? How
should the company structure and coordinate to take advantage of this
activity? And why should these activities be undertaken within the company,
instead of through joint venture or institutional agreements?… read more

“Women on the boards of listed companies”

This report analyzes for the second consecutive year the presence of women
in the continuous market and also includes the VII Report “Women on Boards
of IBEX-35”, where the path towards parity of the 35 leading Spanish
companies is traced… read more

Upcoming Events & Programs

Executive Program: “Value Creation Through Effective Boards”
IESE Barcelona campus, May 20th - 23rd, 2019
(in English)
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